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The oxidation process of sulfide minerals in natural environments is achieved by microbial
communities from the Archaea and Bacteria domains. A metabolic reconstruction of two
dominant species, Leptospirillum ferriphilum and Ferroplasma acidiphilum, which are
always found together as a mixed culture in this natural environments, was made. The meta-
bolic model, composed of 152 internal reactions and 29 transport reactions, describes the
main interactions between these species, assuming that both use ferrous iron as energy
source, and F. acidiphilum takes advantage of the organic compounds secreted by L. ferri-
philum for chemomixotrophic growth. A first metabolic model for a mixed culture used in
bacterial leaching is proposed in this article, which pretends to represent the characteristics
of the mixed culture in a simplified manner. It was evaluated with experimental data through
flux balance analysis (FBA) using as objective function the maximization of biomass. The
growth yields on ferrous iron obtained for each microorganism are consistent with experi-
mental data, and the flux distribution obtained allows understanding of the metabolic capa-
bilities of both microorganisms growing together in a bioleaching process. The model was
used to simulate the growth of F. acidiphilum on different substrates, to determine in silico
which compounds maximize cell growth, and which are essential. Knockout simulations were
carried out for L. ferriphilum and F. acidiphilum metabolic models, predicting key enzymes
of central metabolism. The results of this analysis are consistent with experimental data
from literature, showing a robust behavior of the metabolic model. VC 2014 American Insti-
tute of Chemical Engineers Biotechnol. Prog., 31:307–315, 2015
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Introduction

Bioleaching is the oxidation process of metallic sulfide to
soluble metallic ions and sulfuric acid, catalyzed by microor-
ganism consortia.1 Possibly, the main role of these microor-
ganisms in bioleaching operations is to oxidize iron and
sulfur containing minerals.2

Oxidation of ore by consortia of microorganisms generally
takes place at a higher rate than with pure cultures, however, the
specific role of each microorganism in these natural environ-
ments remains unclear, as well as the factors that enable their
growth in communities. Therefore, it is essential to identify the
microorganisms that compose these consortia, study their interac-
tions in bioleaching operations, and then predict and explore the
metabolic details that control these communities.

Microorganisms involved in metal recovery from sulfide
minerals include members of the Bacteria and Archaea
domains. Species of Leptospirillum and Ferroplasma genus
are the dominant members of microbial communities in acid
mine drainage and bioleaching environments.3–6

Leptospirillum ferriphilum is an autotrophic, mesophilic,
acidophilic, and iron oxidizing bacteria. It plays an important
role in bioleaching processes given its ability to attach to
sulfide mineral, its high affinity for ferrous iron, and its low
sensitivity to inhibition by ferric iron.7,8

Ferroplasma acidiphilum is a recently described meso-
philic, acidophilic, ferrous iron oxidizing, and cell wall-
lacking archaea. Different strains of F. acidiphilum have been
isolated and characterized.9–13 These strains were classified by
Dopson et al.9 as chemoorganotrophic, because they are able
to grow on yeast extract or another source of organic carbon
as the only energy source, and also chemomixotrophic,
because they are capable of growth on ferrous iron as electron
donor, but require a small amount (0.02% wt/vol) of yeast
extract which, in this case, is essential for growth.

The main objective of the reconstruction of metabolic path-
ways is determining the relationship between genome and
physiology of a microorganism. Through metabolic recon-
struction it is possible to break down the metabolic pathways
of an organism into their respective reactions and enzymes,
allowing analysis of them into a complete network context.

Information from fully sequenced genomes allows the
strain specific global reconstruction of metabolic networks,
permitting further structural and functional studies for a
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particular microorganism. These models have been proven to
be an effective strategy to enhance physiological studies of
environmentally relevant microorganisms and predict physio-
logical responses of these microorganisms to environmental
or genetic stimuli.14

Additionally, in mixed cultures the interactions between
individual species should be addressed to understand the
behavior of microbial communities through mathematical
modeling.15,16

The whole metabolism of two bioleaching bacteria, A. fer-
rooxidans17 and L. ferrooxidans,18 were developed and eval-
uated through metabolic flux analysis (MFA) to predict their
metabolic behavior. In this work, for the first time a meta-
bolic model of a mixed culture of bioleaching microorgan-
isms composed of L. ferriphilum and F. acidiphilum was
developed, in order to define, in a simplified manner, the
metabolic characteristics and molecular mechanisms underly-
ing of these biomining species, and predict their behavior
when they are growing in a mixed culture.

Materials and Methods

Metabolic reconstruction

A metabolic reconstruction of L. ferriphilum was devel-
oped based on a previous metabolic model of L.
ferrooxidans.18

The metabolic model of F. acidiphilum was built consider-
ing the main metabolic pathways of this archaea described in
literature. Also, the reconstruction was based on the analogs
archaea Ferroplasma acidarmanus Fer1 genome annotation,
which is available in the Doe Joint Genome Institute website
(JGI, http://www.jgi.doe.gov/genome-projects/).

Flux balance analysis

Flux balance analysis (FBA) was carried out as described
previously.18

The metabolic model was implemented in the software
Insilico Discovery 3.2 (Stuttgart, Germany, www.insilico-
biotechnology.com).

Results and Discussion

Metabolic reconstruction of L. ferriphilum

The model of L. ferriphilum was modified in a few aspects
with respect to the L. ferrooxidans model of Merino et al.18

The TCA cycle was included in a reductive manner19 for
CO2 assimilation, therefore the reductive acetyl-CoA path-
way was not included. Ammonia fixation was considered to
occur through the GDH pathway. In addition, exopolysac-
charide (EPS) formation by the Leloir pathway was incorpo-
rated into the metabolic model.20

Canonical pathways (other fueling reactions, synthesis of
precursor metabolites, biosynthesis of building blocks, and
macromolecules biosynthesis) were considered to be analo-
gous in both types of Leptospirillum.

Metabolic reconstruction of F. acidiphilum

Fueling Reactions. Glycolysis. According to Dopson
et al.21F. acidiphilum growing in chemomixotrophic condi-
tions up-regulates the enzymes fructose 1.6-bisphosphatase
and phosphoglycerate mutase, so it is assumed that the

conversion of glucose to pyruvate occurs via the Embden-
Meyerhof-Parnas (EMP) pathway (reactions 1–6 in
Appendix 1)

Pentose phosphate pathway (PPP). All autotrophic and
heterotrophic archaea must be able to generate NAD(P)H
and pentoses as building blocks for the biosynthesis of
nucleotides and certain amino acids, so oxidative and nonox-
idative branches of PPP were included in the stoichiometric
model (reactions 7–12).

TCA cycle. All the enzymes of the TCA cycle were
identified in the genome annotation of Ferroplasma acidar-
manus Fer1, and then included in the stoichiometric model
(reactions 13–19).

Anaplerotic reactions. To regenerate oxaloacetate, ana-
plerotic reactions catalyzed by pyruvate carboxylase and
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase were included in the stoi-
chiometric model. For simplicity, other anaplerotic reactions,
such as the glyoxylate shunt, have not been included (reac-
tions 20 and 21).

Oxidative phosphorylation. The electron transport chain
involved in iron oxidation was approximated to the one of F.
acidarmanus Fer1 for chemomixotrophic growth, which con-
tains a putative haeme-copper terminal oxidase, cytochrome
b, and associated Rieske iron-sulfur proteins, and a blue cop-
per protein.21 The net reaction of electron transport from
Fe21 is the following:

2Fe2111=2O212H1 ! 2Fe311H2O (1)

The electrons derived from organic compound oxidation
feed both an NADH ubiquinone oxidoreductase complex to
generate reducing power, and a succinate dehydrogenase to
oxidize succinate to fumarate, and transfer the electrons to a
coenzyme Q, which is reduced to a coenzyme QH2. Then,
the electrons are carried to the rest of the previously men-
tioned transport chain. Also, the NADH ubiquinone oxidore-
ductase pumps protons to the external space as it transfers
the electrons to the transport chain. The amount of pumped
protons to the periplasmic space was taken from the pro-
posed transport chain for Ferroplasma acidarmanus Fer1
available on http://www.microbesonline.org/. These reactions
are summarized as follow:

NAD11 4H1
INT1coQ1H1 ! NADH14H1

EXT1coQH2 (2)

SUC1coQ! FUM1coQH2 (3)

On the other hand, it was assumed that Ferroplasma acidi-
philum produces ATP by an ATP synthetase coupled to the
transport of 3 H1.

3H1
EXT1ADP1Pi1H1 ! ATP13H1

INT1H2O (4)

Biosynthetic reactions

Amino Acids Biosynthesis. The pathways for the synthe-
sis of 20 standard amino acids were included in the stoichio-
metric model. The enzymes involved in each pathway were
verified in the genomic annotation of Ferroplasma acidar-
manus Fer1. Amino acids and their main precursors are
shown in reactions 25–50.

Nucleotide Biosynthesis. Nucleotides in the form of ribo-
nucleotides and deoxyribonucleotides were included as build-
ing blocks for RNA and DNA. All nucleotides were
expressed as monophosphates, assuming that their activation
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to triphosphates is carried out by polymerization reactions to
RNA and DNA (reactions 51–59).

Archeal Phospholipid Biosynthesis. Membrane lipids in
Archaea are composed of ether lipids containing saturated
isopranyl chains, archaeol, and caldarchaeol.22 The lipid
composition of F. acidiphilum includes two main glycophos-
pholipids, which comprise 90% of the total lipids. These
main components are b-D-glucopyranosylcaldarchaetidylgly-
cerol and a triglycoside of caldarchaetidylglycerol12,23; both
components were included in the model as the only lipids in
F. acidiphilum. The common precursor of these lipids is
archaetidylglycerol, which was included as the only phos-
pholipid in the model.

The biosynthetic pathway of archaetidylglycerol begins
with the synthesis of the G-1-P backbone, which is formed
from dihydroxyacetonephosphate (DHAP) by the enzyme G-
1-P dehydrogenase.24 In the model, DHAP was replaced by
its isomer GAP (glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate), giving the for-
mation reaction 60 in Appendix 1.

On the other hand, the isoprenoid biosynthetic pathway
starts from acetyl-CoA to isopentenyl diphosphate (IPP)
and dimethylallyl diphosphate (DMAPP) through the clas-
sical mevalonate (MVA) pathway, which has been identi-
fied in archaea.22,25 DMAPP is condensed consecutively
with several IPP molecules resulting in the synthesis of
polyprenyl diphosphate compounds. For the model the for-
mation of the 20 carbon geranylgeranyl diphosphate
(GGPP) molecule was considered as the precursor of
archeatidylglycerol. Furthermore, GGPP molecules were
expressed as a function of IPP molecules as shown in
reaction 61. GGPP is transformed to CDP-archaeol
through the consecutive action of GGGP, DGGGP (archae-
tidic acid), and CDP-archaeol synthases, which is finally
converted to archaetidylglycerol by archaetidylglycerophos-
phate synthase and phosphatase.25

Synthesis of macromolecules

Protein Biosynthesis. Protein amino acid composition of
F. acidiphilum was approximated with an average composi-
tion obtained from the proteomic analysis of different spe-
cies of archaea.26 Protein biosynthesis requires 4.3 ATPs for
the correct addition of one amino acid to the existing poly-
peptide27 (reaction 64, Appendix 1).

DNA Biosynthesis. The G1C chromosomal composition
of F. acidiphilum is �35%,12 so a composition of
dGMP 1 dCMP of 35% and dAMP 1 dTMP of 65% per
base pair was assumed. A consumption of 6.8 ATPs was cal-
culated as the energy requirement for 1 bp formation of
DNA (reaction 65). This value takes into account the ATP
necessary for nucleotide incorporation, the separation of the
double helix, the activation of monophosphates to triphos-
phates, and the energetic cost of proofreading.27

RNA Biosynthesis. From the DNA composition, the
GMP 1 CMP nucleotide composition was approximated to
0.175% and 0.325% for AMP 1 UMP. An energetic cost of
2.4 ATPs was assumed for the synthesis of one nucleotide of
RNA, 2 from the activation of monophosphates to triphos-
phates and 0.4 for the incorporation of one ribonucleotide28

(reaction 66).

Lipid Biosynthesis. Two glycophospholipids are formed
from archaetidylglicerol (b-D-glucopyranosylcaldarchaetidyl-
glycerol and a triglycoside of caldarchaetidylglycerol, named

lipI and lipII in reactions 67–69), comprising 90% of the
total lipids.12

Carbohydrate Biosynthesis. Carbohydrates for cell wall
biosynthesis, energy storing molecules and metabolites were
defined as molecules Cn(H2O)m, and arise from the polymer-
ization of glucose-6-phosphate (reaction 70).

Biomass Formation. Biomass relative composition of
Protein, RNA, DNA, lipids, and carbohydrates were esti-
mated for an average prokaryotic cell, obtaining 63% pro-
tein, 24% RNA, 4% DNA, 5% lipids, carbohydrates less
than 1% and 4% of soluble pools.29

Simplification Criterion. As mentioned before, one of the
objectives of this work is obtaining a simple but meaningful
metabolic model. Therefore, the stoichiometric models were
subjected to a general reduction process of matrix S based
on a simplification criterion according to Stephanopoulos,27

as follows:

i. Sequential reactions were lumped into a single reaction to
reduce the number of reaction steps without affecting the
resulting fluxes. These reactions are assumed to be at
steady state, as well as the metabolites participating in
them. This is the case of the intermediate metabolites that
have only one route of generation and one route of con-
sumption, for example intermediate metabolites for amino
acids biosynthesis.

ii. ATP and ADP were considered the only energy transport-
ers. Pyrophosphate was interpreted as two single
phosphates.
Only NADH/NAD1 were considered as cofactors for fuel-

ing and biosynthetic reactions, because the action of nicoti-
damide nucleotide transhydrogenase was supposed and
NADH/NAD1 are assumed to be equivalent to NADPH/
NADP1.

i. Metabolites that are freely interconvertible were repre-
sented as a single metabolite. For example DHAP and
G3P were both represented as G3P in the models.

ii. The EPS formation flux by L. ferriphilum is equal to the
EPS degradation flux by F. acidiphilum because it is
assumed that the reactions are in steady state.

iii. EPS were expressed as glucose-6-phosphate in both
models.

Flux Balance Analysis for a Mixed Culture. The under-
determined system of stoichiometric equations was solved
using linear programming through FBA.30

A FBA was performed on the simple model of L. ferri-
philum. The system of equations was solved in order to
obtain the unknown fluxes by using as objective function
the maximization of biomass. The constraints of the sys-
tem were given by the steady state flux balances, from
Eq. (1).

From the stoichiometric model, a standard composition of
biomass of L. ferriphilum was determined as
CH1.9O0.7N0.2P0.06S0.002, therefore a molecular weight of 29
GDW per mole of carbon was calculated. This value is the
biomass Yield coefficient per carbon, Ycx529 GDW

mole2C

� �
.

Considering a specific growth rate of 0.081 (1/h),31 the
specific carbon uptake rate was calculated with the equation:

qCO25
l

Ycx

mole

GDW:h

� �
(5)

Therefore, a specific consumption rate of CO2,

qCO2 5 2.75 (mmol/GDW/h) was used as input data for a
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flux balance analysis of L. ferriphilum. This analysis
showed that the maximization of biomass is achieved for
a null flux of glucose through the Leloir pathway for EPS
formation, which is very reasonable since this pathway
results in a leak of carbon resources. Hence, the system
was analyzed including the constraint of EPS formation
flux, and also the sensibility of the objective function with
respect to this constraint was studied. This analysis
showed that for fluxes greater than 0.5 (mmol glucose/
GDW/h) in the Leloir pathway, the system becomes unfea-
sible because it cannot be reached for the considered spe-
cific consumption rate of CO2.

With the results of the sensitivity analysis, a FBA was
executed for the mixed model of L. ferriphilum and
F.acidiphilum, assuming that the latter consumes the EPS
secreted by L. ferriphilum. The simulations were carried
out using as input data the consumption rate of
qCO2 5 2.75 (mmol CO2/GDW/h) of L. ferriphilum and
the different fluxes of EPS formation from the sensitivity
analysis. In this case, the objective function was the maxi-
mization of biomass of both populations, and the con-
straints were specified by the steady state mass balances
of each stoichiometric model. Under the specified afore-
mentioned conditions, the variation of the specific growth
rates of L. ferriphilum and F. acidiphilum related to the
EPS flux are shown in Figure 1.

As expected, increasing the production flux of EPS in L.
ferriphilum results in a decrease of its specific growth rate,
because more carbon is directed to this purpose and not to
biomass production. Likewise, the specific growth rate of F.
acidiphilum increases with higher EPS flux, because it has
more carbon source available.

A growth rate of 0.016 (h21) was assumed for Fer-
roplasma acidiphilum for chemomixotrophic growth.12

With this data and Figure 1, an EPS flux distribution
of qEPS 5 0.127 (mmol EPS/GDW/h) is obtained. Using
this scenario, the metabolic fluxes for both networks
were determined and the resulting fluxes are shown in
Figure 2.32,33

With this flux distribution a biomass yield on ferrous iron
was calculated for both populations, resulting in

YFeX 5 0.0016 (mol-C/mol Fe12) for L. ferriphilum and
YFeX 5 0.037 (mol-C/mol Fe12) for F. acidiphilum, which
are very realistic values compared with yields obtained for
L. ferriphilum (YFeX 5 0.002 (mol-C/mol Fe12) by Gahan
et al.31 and for F. acidiphilum (YFeX 5 0.043 (mol-C/mol
Fe12), considering a composition of 62% of proteins) by
Golyshina et al.10

The flux distribution is shown in Figure 2. Under the
described conditions, the only active anaplerotic enzyme in
L. ferriphilum and F. acidiphilum is phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxylase, whereas pyruvate carboxylase turns out to be
inactive for optimization purposes.

Little is known about archaeal enzymes involved in pen-
tose conversion. Genes encoding canonical enzymes of the
oxidative branch of the pentose phosphate pathway have not
been identified in archaea.34–36 In this simulation, the oxida-
tive branch of the pentose phosphate pathway in F. acidiphi-
lum is inactive. Therefore, it is proposed that the
nonoxidative branch for pentose formation is fed from fruc-
tose 6-phosphate of the Embden–Meyerhof pathway by
transketolase activity.37

Flux Balance Analysis of F. acidiphilum in Pure and
Mixed Culture. Using as input data the specific consump-
tion rates obtained in the previous simulation, the metabolic
model of F. acidiphilum was used to simulate growth of this
archaea on different substrates.

First, the effect of chemoautotrophic growth of F. acid-
iphilum on biomass generation by suppressing the EPS
consumption flux on the model was explored, considering
CO2 assimilation through the reductive Acetyl-CoA path-
way (Eq. (6)) and ferrous iron oxidation as energy source.
In this scenario it was found that biomass formation is not
possible, so input of an organic compound such as glu-
cose as carbon source for F. acidiphilum is necessary,
reaffirming a chemomixotrophic growth as described by
Dopson et al.9

Methyl2THF12 NADH1CO21CoA12 H1

5 > Ac2CoA12 NAD1THF1H2O (6)

It has been shown that Ferroplasma acidiphilum requires
a small amount of yeast extract for growth. However, it is
not clear which component of the yeast extract is being used
as growth factor, remaining uncertain if it is a specific amino
acid, vitamin, or the organic compounds from the yeast
extract.

Simulations of growth on different substrates were tested
in order to get a notion about the substrates from yeast
extract that could be used for growth. For this, exchange
reactions for specific amino acids and sugars were added to
the metabolic model. The simulations were performed with
FBA by maximization of F. acidiphilum biomass production
rate as the objective function, and the maximum substrate
uptake rate was set at an arbitrary value of 10 (mmol/GDW/
h) for every substrate. The specific growth rates obtained in
each simulation are shown in Table 1. All simulations were
carried out considering an input flux of EPS, expressed as
glucose, of 0.127 (mmol EPS/GDW/h), because it was
observed that in the absence of this input, biomass genera-
tion is not possible.

It was assumed that the addition of cysteine or methionine
as organic sulfur sources could increase the specific growth
rate of F. acidiphilum; however, according to the estimations

Figure 1. Sensitivity analysis of EPS flux formation on specific
growth rates of L. ferriphilum and F. acidiphilum.
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shown in Table 1, the addition of these amino acids, as well
as asparagine, phenylalanine, valine, and tyrosine do not
cause any increase in cell growth.

Other substrates such as glutamic acid, glutamine, and
aspartic acid cause a slight rise in specific growth rate,
because these amino acids are connected with the biosynthe-
sis of important precursors of building blocks like oxaloace-
tate and a-ketoglutarate, and also aspartic acid is related to
the biosynthetic pathways of nucleotides and other amino
acids.

An important increase in specific growth rate is observed
with serine, which is related to biosynthesis of purines and
pyrimidines and with the synthesis of tryptophan, cysteine,
and glycine. It is also involved in the metabolism of tetrahy-
drofolate, which acts as a coenzyme transporting carbon
groups.

The exchange of metabolites between both species was
explored. For this purpose, transport reactions of several
amino acids (cysteine, glutamate, glutamine, asparagine,

aspartate, methionine, phenylalanine, serine, tyrosine, and
valine) were included in both stoichiometric models, and the
exchange fluxes were unconstrained, so free fluxes of these
amino acids between the microorganisms was tested by
FBA. The specific growth rates obtained for the two species
were 0.018 (h21) and 0.014 (h21) for L. ferriphilum and F.
acidiphilum correspondingly.

Assuming that F. acidiphilum grows using the biological
matter generated by L. ferriphilum, the amino acids
exchange fluxes were tested only in one direction, secreted
from L. ferriphilum and consumed by F. acidiphilum. In
this case, the FBA predicts that the only amino acids that
could be exchanged are glutamate, glutamine and serine,
causing a slight increase in the growth rate of F. acidiphi-
lum to 0.015 (h21) in the case of glutamate and gluta-
mine, and 0.019 (h21) for serine, and a decrease in the
specific growth rate of L. ferriphilum to 0.015 (h21) and
0.012 (h21), respectively. This assumption is made because
L. ferriphilum is an autotrophic bacteria and F. acidiphi-
lum is an heterotrophic archea. In lab tests, we observed
that L. ferriphilum cannot grow in the presence of organic
carbon sources, such as aminoacids, unlike F. acidiphilum
that we proved empirically can grow in the presence of
aminoacids, yeast extract, and other organic carbon sour-
ces. This assumption is necessary because of the informa-
tion that we had about these microorganisms, in order to
model the interactions between them. Also, in pure cul-
ture, in absence of a carbon source F. acidiphilum is
unable to grow, but if it is mixed with L. ferriphilum,
they can grow together using the organic matter secreted
of L. ferriphilum (such as EPS).

Considering that we did not have the full genomic annota-
tion for these organisms, and the uncertainty about the inter-
actions of them growing in mixed culture, we considered for

Figure 2. Flux distribution for a mixed culture of L. ferriphilum and F. acidiphilum.

Table 1. Specific Growth Rate of F. acidiphilum on Different Sub-

strates Estimated by FBA

Substrate Growth Rate (h21)

Base 0.015
Glutamic acid 0.018
Glutamine 0.018
Cysteine 0.015
Asparagine 0.015
Aspartic acid 0.017
Methionine 0.015
Phenylalanine 0.015
Serine 0.537
Tyrosine 0.015
Valine 0.015
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the development of the mixed model some experimental
information that was available to supply the lack of genomic
information, in order to make a representative model of the
system, and not a general model.

Knockout Simulations. To simulate enzyme knockouts,

the associated reaction to the enzyme was constrained by

setting the upper and lower bounds of the reaction to 0

(mmol/GDW/h). The enzyme knockouts tested corresponded

to main enzymes involved in central metabolic pathways

such as glycolysis/gluconeogenesis, pentose phosphate path-

way and TCA (or reductive TCA cycle for L. ferriphilum),

anaplerotic reactions, and respiration.

Knockout simulations were carried out for each model
with FBA methodology, using as input data the consumption
rates of carbon and energy sources (qCO2 and qFe12 for L.
ferriphilum, qEPS and qFe12 for F. acidiphilum) to a maxi-
mum value of 10 (mmol/GDW/h). The optimal value of the
objective function for each deletion or “mutant” was eval-
uated and compared with the “wild-type” value to determine
the effect of the enzyme deletion on the optimal growth rate.
The ratio between the objective function with the enzyme
deletion (Zmut) and the wild-type (Zwt) were calculated and
plotted as shown in Figures 3 and 4 for L. ferriphilum and
F. acidiphilum.

The knockout simulations were made in order to deter-
mine the model predictions based on the effect of the elimi-
nation of different enzymes involved in central metabolism.
The deletion of enzymes that cause no growth were classi-
fied as essential enzymes, and were compared with literature
information about key enzymes to check the consistency.
The experimental knockouts could not be developed
because of the impossibility to transform this type of
microorganisms.

According to Figure 3, the action of enzymes PEPS, ENO,
and PGM, which participate in the Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas
pathway, are essential for cell growth. PEPS catalyzes the
anabolic conversion of pyruvate to phosphoenolpyruvate,
and therefore defines the anabolic characteristic of the path-
way, allowing the generation of glucose from CO2. ENO and
PGM catalyze the formation from phosphoenolpyruvate of

glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate, which is an important interme-
diate that participates in the pentose phosphate pathway and
lipid generation.

Under the conditions studied, all the enzymes of the
reductive TCA cycle (FUM, MDH, FDR, SUC, OGOR,
IDH, ACO, CCS, CCL, POR) are found to be necessary
for growth, because this pathway is the only way for L.
ferriphilum to fix CO2. Experimentally, four enzymes of
this cycle are described to be essential and make possible
the reverse behavior of this cycle: FDR, OGOR, CCS,
CCL, and POR.19,38,39

From the pentose phosphate pathway, only the deletion of
RPI was found to be lethal for cell growth. This enzyme is
the only source of formation of D-Ribose 5-phosphate,
which is a precursor of 5-phosphoribosyl-1-pyrophosphate
(prpp) from which nucleotides and several amino acids are
formed.

Respiration enzymes were symbolized by REDCYT as the
ferrous oxidizer, CYTcbb3 as the electron transporter from
ferrous iron to O2, and NDH for the formation of reductive
power by the reverse electron transfer from ferrous iron to
NDH ubiquinone. These three enzymes, as well as ATP syn-
thetase, are indispensable for growth, because ferrous iron is
the only source of energy and reducing power of this bacte-
rium, and the exchange of protons derived from this process,
executed by ATP synthetase, is the main source of ATP for
the cell.

The other enzymes studied correspond to those that cat-
alize anaplerotic reactions PC and PEPC. Deletion of one
of these does not affect cell growth since the anapletoric
function is carried out by the other one. The rest are
enzymes that catalyze reactions in the pentose phosphate
pathway, whose removal results in a smaller growth rate,
indicating that other reactions could compensate their
knockout.

Several differences between microorganisms appear when

the results of the previous analysis are compared. For F.
acidiphilum more enzymes of glycolysis are necessary for

growth, like GAP, PGK, ENO, PGM, PYK, and PFK

Figure 3. Enzyme knockouts in L. ferriphilum central metabo-
lism obtained by FBA, using maximization of
growth as objective function. Lumped reactions cata-
lyzed for more than one enzyme were included with a
slash (/).

Figure 4. Enzyme knockouts in F. acidiphilum central metabo-
lism obtained by FBA, using maximization of growth
as objective function. Lumped reactions catalyzed
for more than one enzyme were included with a
slash (/).
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because this pathway is its only way to obtain energy from

organic carbon sources. Of these enzymes, PFK and PYK
have been described as key enzymes of this pathway.37

Moreover, respiration enzymes for reductive power and

ATP generation (NDH and ATP) appear to be essential;

however, the knockout of enzymes involved in ferrous
iron oxidation (symbolized by BLUECYT for iron oxida-

tion and UBIQ for electron transport) results in a slight

decrease in cell growth of about 6%, due to the chemoor-
ganotrophic capacities of this microorganism, allowing it

to obtain energy from organic carbon metabolism by

glycolysis.

It is also observed that almost all TCA cycle enzymes are
essential except SUC, because there is an alternative reaction
to generate succinate from lysine synthesis from aspartate,
which compensates the knockout of SUC, thus supporting
cell growth. If both reactions are deleted, growth is not pos-
sible for this archaea.

From this analysis, it is possible to observe that the
growth predictions restricted to enzyme deletions are
consistent with literature information about the key
enzymes for growth in central metabolism of both micro-
organisms, showing a good performance of the metabolic
models.

CONCLUSIONS

A metabolic model for a mixed culture composed by L.
ferriphilum and F. acidiphilum was reconstructed from litera-
ture and data base information. With this model and a FBA
methodology, the biomass yields for both populations grow-
ing on ferrous iron were estimated, obtaining very reasonable
values. The metabolic model of L. ferriphilum was devel-
oped based on a stoichiometric model of a similar species,
L. ferrooxidans, The previous model was modified consider-
ing the specific metabolic differences between these species
as described in the literature.

Specific features of F. acidiphilum metabolism were
included in the metabolic model taken from the literature,
for instance the chemomixotrophic capacity of this archaea
to grow on ferrous iron and also organic carbon as energy
sources. Specifically, it was simulated that F. acidiphilum
can use the EPS secreted by L. ferriphilum, and ferrous iron
from culture media for growth.

Cell growth of F. acidiphilum on different substrates was
also tested, obtaining specific growth rates for each one.
With this methodology, it is possible to obtain a clear notion
about useful substrates that could maximize cell growth, and
then design and suggest an appropriate composition of the
culture media.

From knockout enzyme simulations it was possible to
check the essential enzymes for growth, and therefore, pre-
dict which enzymes could be removed without affecting (or
only slightly affecting) cell growth. From this analysis, most
of the key enzymes predicted were consistent with literature
information, indicating a good performance of both meta-
bolic models.

This work describes the first metabolic model available
for a mixed culture of L. ferriphilum and F. acidiphilum.
This first approach allowed obtention of a deeper understand-
ing of the metabolism of these microorganisms growing

together, such as their main interactions and metabolite
exchange.

With the information obtained from these analyses it could
be possible to predict which specie will be dominant under
defined conditions, and thus estimate the percentage of each
one in the culture at steady state. Further experimental work
will be necessary for this purpose and to fully address the
predictive capacity of the model. More extensive studies of
these microorganisms growing alone and together are
required to evaluate the predicted values and determine the
composition of the culture media which enables the maxi-
mum growth rate of both species, and therefore provide new
strategies to enhance and optimize productivity in bioleach-
ing processes.

NOTATION
S = Stoichiometric matrix

v(x) = Vector of intracellular reaction rates

b = Vector of extracellular reaction rates (substrate con-

sumption and products formation) (mol/GDW�h)

YCX = Growth yield in carbon (GDW/C-mol)

YFeX = Growth yield in ferrous iron (C-mol/mol Fe12)

qCO2 = Specific consumption rate of CO2 (C-mol/GDW�h)

qEPS = Specific production rate of exopolysaccharides by L.
ferriphilum (mol EPS/GDW�h)

qFe12 = Specific consumprion rate of ferrous iron (mol Fe12/

GDW�h)

m = Specific growth rate (1/h)

Zmut = Objective function with enzyme deletion (1/h)

Zwt = Objective function for wild-type strain (1/h)
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APPENDIX 1

Reactions used in the stoichiometric model of Ferro-
plasma acidiphilum. Irreversible reactions are indi-

cated with an arrow (5>), and reversible reactions

with an equal (5)

Manuscript received Jun. 12, 2014, and revision received Nov. 20,

2014.

Glycolysis
A1 glc 1 atp 5> g6p 1 adp 1 h
A2 f6p 5 g6p
A3 2 * gap 1 h2o 5 f6p 1 p
A4 gap 1 nad 1 p 1 adp 5> g3p 1 atp 1 nadh 1 h
A5 pep 1 h2o 5 g3p
A6 pep 1 amp 1 p 1 2 * h 5> pyr 1 atp 1 h2o

Pentose Phosphate
A7 g6p 1 2 * nad 1 h2o 5> ribu5p 1 2 * nadh 1 co2

1 2 * h
A8 ribu5p 5 xyl5p
A9 ribu5p5rib5p
A10 xyl5p 1 rib5p 5 gap 1 sed7p
A11 ery4p 1 xyl5p 5 gap 1 f6p
A12 gap 1 sed7p 5 ery4p 1 f6p

TCA cycle
A13 pyr 1 coa 1 nad 5> accoa 1 co2 1 nadh
A14 h2o 1 oac 1 accoa 5> cit1 h 1 coa
A15 cit 1 nad 5> akg 1 nadh 1 co2
A16 akg 1 nad 1 coa 5 succoa 1 nadh 1 co2
A17 succoa 1 p 1 adp 5> suc 1 coa 1 atp
A18 suc 1 coq 5 fum 1 coqh2
A19 fum 1 h2o 1 nad 5> oac 1 nadh 1 h

Anaplerotic Reaction
A20 pyr 1 co2 1 atp 1 h2o 5> oac 1 adp 1 p 1 2 * h
A21 pep 1 co2 1 h2o 5> oac 1 p 1 h

Oxidative Phosphorylation
A22 2 * ferrous 1 0.5 * o2 1 2 * H_in 5> 2 * ferric 1 h2o
A23 nadh 1 coq 14 * H_in 1h 5> coqh2 1 nad 1 4 *

H_out
A24 3 * H_out 1 adp 1 p 1h 5> 3 * H_in 1atp 1 h2o

Amino Acid Biosynthesis
A25 nh4 1 akg 1 nadh 1 h 5> glut 1 nad 1 h2o
A26 nh4 1 glut 1 atp 5> glum 1 adp 1 p
A27 glut 1 atp 1 2 * nadh 1 h 5>pro 1 adp 1 2 * nad 1 p

1 h2o
A28 2 * atp 1 glum 1 co2 1 2 * h2o 5> glut 1 2 * adp 1

p 1 carp 1 3 * h
A29 2 * glut 1 accoa 1 aspt 1 2 * atp 1 2 * h2o 1 nadh 1

carp 5> argi 1 fum 1 amp 1 adp 1 coa 1 nad 1

acet 1 akg 1 4 * p 1 4 * h
A30 aspt 1 atp 1 2 * nadh 1 2 * h 1 pyr 1 succoa 1 glut

5>lys 1 adp 1 2 * nad 1 p 1 coa 1 akg 1 suc 1

co2
A31 oac 1 glut 5 aspt 1 akg
A32 aspt 1 atp 1 2 * nadh 1 2 * h 5> hser 1 p 1 2 * nad

1 adp
A33 hser 1 succoa 1 cys 1 mythf 1 h2o 5>met 1 coa 1

suc 1 pyr 1 nh4 1 h 1 thf
A34 hser 1 atp 1 h2o 5> thr 1 adp 1 p 1 h
A35 thr 1 pyr 1 nadh 1 2 * h 1 glut 5> ile 1 nh4 1 co2

1 nad 1 h2o 1 akg
A36 aspt 1 atp 1 nh4 1 h2o 5> asn 1 2 * p 1 amp 1 h
A37 2 * pep 1 ery4p 1 nadh 1 atp 5> chor 1 adp 1 nad 1

4 * p
A38 chor 1 h 1 glut 5> phen 1 co2 1 h2o 1 akg
A39 chor 1 nad 1 glut 5> tyr 1 akg 1 nadh 1 co2
A40 chor 1 glum 1 prpp 1 ser 5>tryp 1 pyr 1 glut 1 2 *

p 1 h2o 1 co2 1 gap 1 2 * h
A41 2 * pyr 1 nadh 1 2 * h 5> kiv 1 nad 1 co2 1 h2o
A42 kiv 1 glut 5 val 1 akg
A43 kiv 1 h2o 1 accoa 1 nad 1 glut 5>leu 1 coa 1 nadh

1 h 1 co2 1 akg

Continued

A44 pyr 1 glut 5 ala 1 akg
A45 g3p 1 glut 1 nad 1 h2o 5> ser 1 akg 1 nadh 1 p 1 h
A46 ser 1 thf 5 gly 1 mthf 1 h2o
A47 ser 1 accoa 1 hs 5> cys 1 coa 1 acet
A48 rib5p 1 atp 5> prpp 1 amp 1 h
A49 prpp 1 2 * glum 1 gly 1 5 * atp 1 aspt 1 fthf 1 4 *

h2o 1 co2 5> aicar 1 5 * adp 1 7 * p 1 2 * glut 1
thf 1 fum 1 9 * h

A50 prpp 1 glum 1 atp 1 2 * nad 1 5 * h2o 5> his 1 aicar
1 akg 1 2 * nadh 1 7 * h 1 5 * p

Nucleotide Biosynthesis
A51 aicar 1 fthf 5 thf 1 imp 1 h2o 1 2 * h
A52 imp 1 aspt 1 atp 5> amp 1 adp 1 p 1 fum 1 h
A53 amp 1 nadh 1 h 5 damp 1 nad 1 h2o
A54 imp 1 nad 1 2 * h2o 1 atp 1 nh4 5> gmp 1 amp 1

nadh 1 2 * p 1 3 * h
A55 gmp 1 nadh 1 h 5> dgmp 1 nad 1 h2o
A56 carp 1 aspt 1 1/2 * o2 1 prpp 5> ump 1 h2o 1 co2 1

3 * p 1 h
A57 ump 1 2 * atp 1 2 * nadh 1 h2o 1 mthf 5> dtmp 1 2

* adp 1 2 * nad 1 2 * p 1 thf
A58 ump 1 nh4 1 atp 5 cmp 1 adp 1 p 1 h
A59 cmp 1 nadh 1 h 5> dcmp 1 nad 1 h2o

Phospholipid Biosynthesis
A60 gap 1 nadh 1 2 * h 5 glyc1p 1 nad
A61 3 * accoa12 * nadh13 * atp1h2o1h5>3 * coa12 *

nad13 * adp1co21p1ipp
A62 glyc1p 1 8 * ipp 1 cmp 1 2 * atp 1 9 * h2o 5 cdparch

1 2 * adp 1 17 * h 1 18 * p
A63 cdparch 1 glyc1p 1 h2o 5 archglyc 1 cmp 1 p 1 h

Protein Biosynthesis
A64 0.078 * ala 1 0.06 * argi 1 0.034 * asn 1 0.056 * aspt

1 0.008 * cys 1 0.074 * glut 1 0.02 * glum 1 0.076
* gly 1 0.016 * his 1 0.076 * ile 1 0.096 * leu 1

0.058 * lys 1 0.025 * met 1 0.038 * phen 1 0.045 *
pro 1 0.06 * ser 1 0.05 * thr 1 0.01 * tryp 1 0.082 *
val 1 0.038 * tyr 1 4.3 * atp 1 4.3 * h2o5>prot 1
4.3 * adp 1 4.3 * p 1 4.3 * h

DNA Biosynthesis
A65 0.65 * damp 1 0.65 * dtmp 1 0.35 * dcmp 1 0.35 *

dgmp 1 6.8 * atp 1 6.8 * h2o5>dna 1 6.8 * adp 1

6.8 * p 1 6.8 * h

RNA Biosynthesis
A66 0.175 * cmp 1 0.175 * gmp 1 0.325 * amp 1 0.325 *

ump 1 2 * atp 1 2 * h2o5>rna 1 2 * adp 1 2 * p 1

2 * h
A67 2 * archglyc 1 glc 5> lipI 1 glyc1p
A68 2 * archglyc 1 3 * glc 5> lipII 1 glyc1p
A69 0.55 * lipI 1 0.35 * lipII5>lip

Carbohydrate Biosynthesis
A70 g6p 1 atp 1 h2o5polys 1 adp 1 h

Biomass Formation
A71 0.040 * dna 1 0.24 * rna 1 0.62 * prot 1 0.01 * polys 1

0.09 * lip 5>bio
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